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American St udie s
major in jeopar dy
BY BR OO KE
FITZ SIMM ONS
Staff Writer

Imag ine suddenl y finding
out, two or three years int o an
a cadem ic dis cipline - tha t Colby
may no longer offer the courses
needed to fulfill a maj or. While
the thoug ht may seem farfetched for the majority of students on May flower Hill- American Studies majors are finding
themselves concerned that this
hypothetical may quickl y become a reality.
With several prof essors from
the American Studies department , as well as professors who
teach interdiscip linary courses
that contribute to the major ,
planning absences from Colb y
next year , the curriculum for the
1999-2000 academic year could
very well become devoid of an
American Studies department.
In the fail of 1999, Assistant
Professor of American Studies
Margaret McFadden , Assistant
Professor of American Studies
an d Women's Studies Pamela
Thoma and Assist an t Profe ssor
of Eng lish Ka therin e Stubbs will
begin their full-year sabbaticals.
In addition, Visiting Instructor
of Hist ory Andrea Volpe, who
t eaches courses tha t cont ribu t e
t o the American St udies major ,
will be leaving Colb y. To top off
the list Lee Famil y Pro fessor of
American St udies and English
Charles Bassett will be offic ially
retiring.
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It remains unseen whether
the administra tion will hire visit ing professor s t o fill in for the
missing positions. If these positions go unf illed, the course selection for students majoring in
A meri can Studi es will likel y
become severely limited.
"M any people feel that
American Studies needs to have
a rep lacement position throug h
a visiting professor , faculty fellow or some other kind of temporary professorshi p/' said
Thoma. "But it's still up in the
air and that is what the big controversy is over. "
Members of the Class of 2000
enrolled in the major will likely
find it difficult to complete the
sequence of requirements necessary for graduation within the
major. Students in the Class of
2001 could find it nearly impossible to do so.
While the change may not
affect everyone involved in the
maj or, it has the potential to hit
those students planning to stud y
abroad the hardest.
"There are seven or eight
courses in the American Studies
major that are not required but
help t o flu sh outt he major ," said
Thoma. 'If those aren 't taught
for tha t year ,people will only be
able t ota ke the required courses ,
which means it might be very
difficul t , par t icularly for p eople
who are sophomores now,to get
what they need beyond the requ ired courses , study abro adand
then come back t o try t o finish
¦
See AMERICAN on page 3
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Goodm an rece ives Lovejoy Award
BY PATRICK J. BERNAL
Staff Writ er

Boston Globe columnist Ellen Goodman
received the 46th Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Award and an honorary Colby degree on
Nov. 12.
Described by Colby President William
R. Cotter as "one of the most thoughtful
observers of American life that we have
ever known"whose work is "marked with
a strong degree of social conviction,"
Goodman gave the annual Lovejoy Convocation address in Lorimer Chapel.
Goodman addressed many topics facing today's journalists. She criticized the
tabloid quality of modern media coverage
that she referred to as "infotainment" and
pointed out the problems that come with
"food fight" journalism.
Goodman saw this lack of insight in
television journalism manifest itself in the
Clinton sex scandal. She urged her fellow
jo urnalists to ask themselves, "When is
looking into the private life of a government official thoughtful character investigation and when is it just an invasion of
privacy?" The line between the two is a
very fine one, she said.
The ethics of covering political stories
Echo photo by tydor Shumuov
have changed significantl y over the years. Lovejoy Award recipient Ellen Goodman.
Goodman off ered as an example the hesitation of
Laced with humor, Goodman's speech also spoke of
jou rnalists to p hotograph Franklin D. Roosevelt in the trials of column writing. She comparedbeing a weekly
his wheelchair. When a younger photographer came columnist to being married to a nymphomaniac.
to Washington and failed to observe this unwritten
"Just when you think you 've finished, you have
rule, the experienced photographers would actually to get up and do it all over again," she said.
surround the newcomer, effectively shielding the
Goodman spoke for over an hour to a receptive
President from the negative press.
audience of Colby students , alumni, faculty and
Goodman also addressed the sexism that she still Waterville residents, as well as a number of profesfeels pervades American journalism. She pointed sional and collegiate journalists.
out the gender segregation of the media, noting that
The College presents the Elijah Parish Lovejoy
the majority of daytime talk show hosts are female, Award every year to an outstanding journal ist who
while the majority of radio news hosts are male. She best exemplifies the qualities possessed by Lovejoy,
sees this segregation as indicating that women are a passionate abolitionist who graduated from Colby
most often responsible for relaying news on a per- in 1826. Lovej oy became a marty r for the cause of
sonal level, while their male counterparts are often abolition in 1837 when he died protecting his printthe voice of political authority.
ing presses from a pro-slavery mob.Q

Quilt and DeStefano promote AIDS awa reness at Colby
BY BETSY LOYD

Asst. News Editor

Pillay said that Dean of
Students
J anice
Kassman has asked the
Dean of Students Office to go as a group
and read names.
Bring ing the quilt to
Colb y has cost $300
p lus t rans por tat ion
from Por t land and
lodging costs for thr ee
volun t eers , Rober t a
Palmer , Dot D,urg in

popula tion, it' s still a problem in the queer community... we
think (the quilt ) is a very important thing to brin g to Colb y. "

Each panel , which measures 12 feet by 12 feet, is comprised of eight squares , each measuring 3 feet by 6 feet, the
'
approxima t e size of a grave.
"You can t alk to studen t s abou t AIDS un til you re blue in
The NAMES Projec t AIDS Memorial Quilt began in 1987
the face, but (it will make an impact ) when they come in
and cont ained 1,920 names. In 1996, the entire quilt was
contact with the quilt and Michael ," said Pam Tin to Pill ay,
assistan t dean of residential life.
disp layed on the Mall in Washington , D.C. with 45,000 memorial p a nels. The quil t will probabl y never be displayed
The NAMES Projec t Maine Chapter AIDS Memorial Quilt
again , as it is now too large to fit even on the Mall , ac cord ing
will be disp layed in the Page Commons Room from 9 a.m. to
t o Tin t o P illay , who took a group of college students to visit
4 p.m. today. All 13 panels are at Colb y and will either be laid
the disp lay.
on the floor or hung on the wall as space provides.
Throug hou t the day, the three volunteers from Portland ,
At 6:30 a.m., volunteers are hanging and setting up the
and Deb Freedman. as well as many Colb y volun teers , will serve as moni tors to
disp lay. There is an unfolding ceremony at 9 a.m., when the
pan els on the floor will be displayed. Tinto Pillay described The projec t had been comp let ely sponsored by The Bridg e, ensure that nobod y touches the quilt.
Addi tionally , Tinto Pillay has worried abou thow to handle
the ceremony as a "ver y systematic unfolding, where it' s very Colby 's organiza tion for the support of gay men , lesbians and
bisexuals.
peop le who may suffer from emotional distress while seeing
slowly and carefully done and it' s pre tty emotional. "
Between 12 and 1 p.m., names of people who have died of
J ulia McDonald '99, a member of The Brid ge's board of the quilt.
"We will be very consciou s of the people and their interAIDS will be read one after another. Volunteers will stand at directors , said , "HIV and AIDS are a reall y big problem for
a microp hone and read for a few minutes and then the person college students across tlie U.S., but its histor y is among the action with the quilt ," she said. "I jus t hope that everyone will
behind them will begin without a break in the names. Tinto gay popula tion . Althoug h it has moved into the heterosexual See AIDS QUILT on p age 4

Hei ghts freshman accused Tom's of Maine p ledges to honor natu re
BY KELLY FIELD
of invasion of priva cy
BY MATT APUZZO
News Edit or

Four sophomore women have
accused 18-year-old Paul Lilley '02
of invasion of privacy stemming
from anOct.26 incidentinwhich Lilley
wasallegedly caught peering into the
window of their Heights quad from
outsidehis third-floor bedroom window.
Elizabeth Festa '01, Katherine
Lee '01, Alana Rezaee '01
and Rosa Bruno '01 live in
a converted lounge and
weieunawarethatlilleyhad
been watching them for several days. It was not until his
roommatespoke with them,
informing them of Lilley's
habit, that theyrealized they
were beingwatched.
"It was hard," said the
freshman roomate who
wished to remain anonymous. "I didn't want to Paul J
turn in my roommate, but I have a
girlfriend and if someone was looking into her window, I'd be pissed."
Lilley's roommate reported that
Lilley climbed out onto the ledge in
front of their two-room double
"three or four times" during the
week. Balancing on the 27-inch-wide
led ge, Lilley had a clear view into
the window of the quad next door.
Lilley's roommate approached
the women during the afternoon of
Oct. 25, hinting that someonemight be
looking into their window at night.
"I just told them 'shut your windows because I think something
fishy might be going on/" he said.
The women received a phone
call from him at approximately 1:30
a.m. on the morning of Oct. 26 informing them that Lilley was looking into their window at that time.
The women saw him standing
on the ledge and called Security. An
officer on the scene took statements
from the women and filed a report
with the Dean of Students Office.
"This was a mistake and I've
done everything in my power to
correct it. I'm sorry. I can give everyone my word, I can guarantee
that this is never going to happen
again ," said Lilley, a native of
Mahopac, N.Y.
On Thursday, Oct, 29, the four
women met with Associate Dean of
Stu dents Mark Serdjenian and i t was
decided that Lilley would be rem oved from the dorm itory, placed

on probation and would be encouraged to seek counseling.
. Nearly a month later, Lilley is
still living next door to the women.
Serdjenian called them on Tuesday
morning offering to move Lilley to
the first floor of the Heights.
That was when Mimi Sammarco
'99 became involved. About a week
before Lilley was caught spying
on his neighbors, Sammarco observed him watching her change
her clothes from a first-floor
lounge.
Sammarco s
bedroom is adjacent to the
lounge and,
while hurriedly
changing, she
spotted Lilley
p e e r i n g
through the
blinds of the
lounge winEcho File Photo dow.

When

Lilley 0
'2
confronted, he
apologized and said the incident
was an accident.
Satisfied, Sammarco dismissed
the occurrence until she learned of
the most recent incident.
Should Lilley have been moved
into a room with his friend on the first
floor,asherequested,hewouldberight
down thehall from Sammarco and her
three roommates.
He was not, however, granted
permission to move downstairs after Sammarco spoke with Serdjenian
on Tuesdav.
Withtheroom shortageon campus
already limiting the ability of students
to leave temporary housing Lilley's
newiesidencehasnotbeendetermined.
With Lilley moving into a new
dormitory, some students say they
have wondered if the administration has solved the problem or has
simply moved it to a different part
of campus.
"I assume when I see the pink
rape notices go down around campus that the administration has
handled the problem ," said
Sammarco. "But if this is how they
solve problems, then I want to know
how all the other problems got solved.
I want them to show me that this isn't
the way things get handled."
While Serdjenian could not comment specifically on tlie situation,
he did confirm that "there was a
privacy issue in the Heights but it
has been solved to the satisfaction
of those involved ."Q
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LUBE , OIL , AND FILTER SPECIAL
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• Free Suspension and exhaust checkover
appointment
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• Ace Tire is family owned and has been doi ng business in Waterville
fo r ov er 40 years
• We employ "A.S.E " cer tified tech n icia n s
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Staff Writer

When most personal care
manufac1urerswanttotestanewtoo_ipaste, they try it out on animals.When
Tom's of Mainerecently testedits fluoride toothpaste, the company used
human subjects instead.
"We did inter-oral testing on
people withbridge work,"said Beth
Ansheles, controller for the
Kennebunk-based company, and
speaker at Thursday's Environmental Coalition lecture. "They would
take out their false teeth and put
human teeth in their mouth and
brush them."
According to Ansheles, this progressive approach is only one of the
characteristics that distinguishes the
natural-alternative company from
mainstream manufacturers.
Speaking to an audience of approximately 40 students in Olin,she
highlighted the company's loyal
Ec ho p hoto by J ennie Record
customers and commitment to a
'
Beth
Ansheles
displays
Tom
s
of
Maine
products.
democratically-devised mission
statement.
synthetic ones, and by giving our its environmentalist mission. Refer"We have a 50 percent customer time and money to causes that are ring to these examples as "wins for
retention rate, and that's pretty important to us," she said.
both the environment and the conhigh," said Ansheles. "Of the 9,000
Founded 28years ago by a Penn- sumer," she told of a recent decision
contacts we get a year, 80 percent sylvania couple who moved to to substitute a plastic used for shamare positive."
Maine seeking "a simpler life and a poo bottles with one that was more
According to Ansheles, this ra- deeper connection to the land," environmentally sound. Though the
tio is much better than those seen in Tom's of Maine is one of the few earlier material had been recyclable,
conglomerates where, she said, companiesnationwidethatencourages some customers were concerned
"most people only call when they're its employees to devote fivepercentof that it was not made of recycled
really upset about something."
their paid work time to a non-profit plastic. Tom's of Maine immediately
She attributed this high reten- cause. It is also one of the few compa- made the conversion.
tion rate to the integrity ot her com- nies to annually donate ten percentof
"It cost more," said Ansheles,
pany. Whereas in many companies its pre-tax profits to charities serving "but that is the premium for staying
the only guiding principle is "make the environment, education, the arts natural and not using synthetic inmore,"Tom's of Mainehasacompany- and human needs.
gredients."
created mission statement pledging
According to Ansheles, some
Ansneles concluded her lecture
their commitment to "honor and sus- of the company's 90 employees by reaffirming the possibility of cretain the natural environment."
choose to work more at the begin- ating a company that is lucrative
Implicit in this mission statement ning of the week, so that they can and environmentally conscious at
is a vow to use only animal-free, reserve Fridays for volunteering and the same time.
animal-safe products and, whenever family time.
"I hope that I' ve been able
possible, recycled, recyclable and
Throughout her lecture, to show you that you can be a
animal-safe products.
Ansheles offered anecdotes show- profitable company and still
"We try to live the mission by ing how Tom's of Maine has been have values in your mission,"
using natural products instead of responsive to both its customers and she said.Q
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Peace Corps is currently recruiting for positions
in Af rica , Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe that will be departing after graduation.There
are a over 500 development positions available
in teaching, business advising, agriculture extension , community services, health education/nutrition , youth development and environmental

ALL majors are eligible and liberal arts majors
are encouraged to apply. Requirements include a
BA/BS and US, citi zenship. Applications are
available in the Maine Peace Corps Office.
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Pug h Cente r Alliance gets facelift
BY KAREN VITALI
Staff Writer

In the course of a typical day at
Colby, most students pass by the
Pugh Center on their way to check
mail without thinking about what
really goes on inside this integral
part of the campus. In an attempt to
remedy this situation,the Pugh Center Alliance is now making an effort
to become more open to the student
community.
The Alliance, which is made up
of various organizations housed in
the Pugh Center and elsewhere on
campus, meets monthly to improve
inter-organizational and inter-cultural communication. It also organizes and plans many collaborative
social and educational programs.
The Alliance is currently seeking to expand its membership to
include all groups on campus who
want to support multiculturalism,
and all students who wish to become involved.
"Brad (Sicchitano '99, Student
GovernmentAssociationVicePresident) and I have been meeting with
several of the clubs over dinner,"
said SGA President Ben Langille
'99. "People weren't happy with the
Your Friendly Neighborhood Laundromat

Highlander
Laundry ,
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& Prycleaning

Echo file p hoto
The Pugh Center is the hub of campus multiculturalism
way (the Alliance) was being run." sented. These changes are part of the
Ameeting washeld onNov. 12to larger plan to educate the Colby comreconstruct the Pugh Center Alliance. munity about the importance and
The group decided that Alliance functions of the Pugh Center.
"People need to know what goes
meetings, conducted by Associate
Dean of Students and Director of on in the Pugh Center," said
Intercultural Affairs Geri Roseboro, Langille.
Alliance members also talk of
will become more inclusive and informal. The object of this resolution making the Center more hospitable,
is to direct the focus of the Alliance with plans being made to introduce
towards students and to allow them more comfortable seating. The idea
to have more control and input dur- is to increase interaction within the
ing the meetings. A motion to hold Colby community and to make the
meetings every other week as op- Pugh Center a place to meet new
posed to once a month was also pre- people and explore new ideas.Q
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AMERICAN
, continued f r o mpage 1
their major.'*'
Sophomore American Studies Class Representative Mike
Bates agreed with Thoma 's concern,but washopeful that a compromise could be reached.
"It's a major setback, but it's
only a one-year crisis,"'he said.
For Colby professors, the first
sabbatical takesplacein the fourth
year at the College. During this
time,they are encouraged to conduct research and publish in order to meet the College's tenure
requirements. Professors Thoma,
McFadden and Stubbs were all
hired during the same year,creating an unforeseen problem for
the department in that their sabbaticals coincide.
In recent years, more professors have taken a full year for
sabbatical rather than only half
of a year, according to Thoma.
"Before,you could take half a
year sabbatical at full pay or a full
year at half pay, making it so that
many people couldn't afford to
take the full year,"she said. 'The
year we were hired, the College
and the Board of Trustees decided
that we could get 80 percent pay
for afull year,encouragingpeople
totakethattimeto do research. As
Colby has become more prestigious, the publishing requirements for tenure have become
more involved so it is very importantforjuniorpeopletotakeafull
year to publish."
This new sabbatical program
has,however,posed problemsfor
some departments. This is especially true for interdisciplinary
programs,whichtendtobesmaller
and rely heavily upon other departments for their courses.
At the start of the new program,Colby estimated the number of replacements needed for
each department during the sabbatical period and what the cost
would be to the College. The
problem with this projection
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was that it estimated individual
departments withouttakinginto
consideration interdisciplinary
majors like American Studies,
Women 's Studies and International Relations, which are
taught by prof essor s from many
different departments.
"It has become clear now that
people are starting to take this
new sabbatical and that interdisciplinary programs are being
decimatedbecause there isreally
no way to project,control,or stagger the sabbatical so that all the
coursesare covered,"saidThoma.
David Lubin, director of the
American Studies department,
also hopes that the administration willhire visiting professors
to fill in the vacant positions.
"I'm convinced that (the administration) realizes that
American Studies is in a dire
situation and they want to figure it out," he said.
Lubin called for the administration to hire at least one visiting replacement professor.
"Ideally we would like a visiting professor to teach five
courses and bring Bassett back
to the department to teach a
couple," said Lubin.
Bassett has indicated that he
would be more than willing to
teach a few courses next year.
Thoma agreed that this
would be the most favorable
situation.
"I think this is at the point
where we need to add a visiting
assistant. Usually they are just
coming out of Ph.D. programs
so they are newly trained and
are trained in multicultural
fields. In my mind it's an opportunity to get something we
don't have a lot of now, or we
don't have any of at all, say
maybe Chicano Studies," she
said.
Dean of Faculty Ed Yeterian
was unavailable for comment. ?
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HOW DOES $800/WEEK EXTRA INSpring Break '99 Sell Trips , Earn Cash &
COME sound to you?
Go Free!!! Student Travel Services is
Amazingly profitable opportunity.
now hiring campus reps. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Mexico & Florida. 800-648Send self-addressed stamped envelope to:
GROUP FIVE
4849 or www.ststravel.com
6457 N. Academy Blvd. Dept. N
Colorado Springs, CO 80918
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NESCAG policy

nance of the NESCACas a playing
Initialdiscontent withthedecision
,buta__»tomakep
oDi_erence
focused on a rationaleby some college
Sports Editor
for multiple athletic teamsto partici- pj__esidentsthatNCAAp^-«easonplay
pateinpost-seasonp
lay if theyqualify. increasescompetitionandthe-eforeinStudent government presidents, Essentially, the moti<^; proposesan creasesstress ori.college admissions
representatives
and varsity athletes amendmenttothecc-npromiseagreeddepartments.
from 10of theli membersof the New upon by the collegepresidentswith a
ButiepiesentativesatthefbrumdisEngland Small CollegeAthletic Con- stipulation that allowsforat-largebids ag_teed.Be_tl^therr_
r__^
ferenceconvened at Amherst College to be earned by deserving teams.
theWilliamsNCAAAdvocacyGroup,
on Sunday in a landmark meeting.
Accordingto GoDby President^Wil- said that the presidents' decision will
In recent memory student body liam R Cc^er;this stipialationwasex- actuary oeatethatpiessureratherthan
presidentsoftfie
schoolshadnotmetto aminedin April.
alleviateit A consensusin the room
'"Thatpositiciinwasoonsid
discuss issues of idevamce to the reagpeedthatbyaHovy*_igonlyorete
spective schools or the entire confer- said "Andthe presidentsvotedunani- advance past Tegular season competienoe. A unanimousdecision by the mously to adopt thisprocedure/'
tionwouldbemorefierce,notless.
NESCACcollege presidents in April
Colby, Bates and Hamiltonwere
"Whether or riotthe incentives of
harming at-largebids to postthe decision were right the outyintheNational
Colseasonpk
come was wrong," said
__ _ _ _ _
__ ___.
legiateAthleticAssociation or
Leatherman.
the Eastern College Athletic I think that considering" all of
Steve vTadek,SpoitsEditorof
Cbnf-cencemstigatedthemeetthe Amherst Student offered a
ing. The NESCAC was estab- the opinions in opposition to suggestion.
this decision , the NESCAC
lished as a playing conference,
"If the problem is recruiting,
and as the decision stands,the presidents must reconsider.
then why don't we just address
championof eachsport willrei-cruiting,'' he said. "In die five
—Ben Langille '99
s
m
^Am
ceive an automatic bid to the ' ¦
plus years since the NESCAC
'- , .
'
'
¦
.
:/'
NCAA Division id Tourna. .
, ; •
lifted itsbaniri theNCAAs,ithas
0
.
ment Other teams will benot
become...one of the most sucbe allowed in the competition.
adamantsuppoiieisofmainta__ngthe cessful revisionHI conferences in the
If the NESCAC student govern- NESCAC as a playing ocmferenoe for country."
mentassociationpresidentshavetheir geographicreasons.Fortheschoolson
Conversationalso addressed conway,that decisionwill be amended.
opposite "coastsof the conference/' as cen-sofbalandiigacadenaicswithaflilet"I think that considering all of the theHamfltonSGApiesidehtdescribed ics. Leaders from <_crmec_cutCollege
opinionsin oppositionto thisdecision, it convincingother NESCAC schools presented a study comparingthe grade
the NESCAC presidents mustrecon- to travellong distances for games is point averagesof athletes versusnonsider/'saidCblbyStodentC-overnment difficult
athletes. Thedifference waseither insigAssoxdationPresident
Ben Langille'99.
Parrillousedthebaseballteamasan i_ficantorthea_*Jetesgradesw(_e
He, alongwith SGA Parliamentar- example.Hesaid thatontheir 30game
Langille said that according to a
ian Kara Falkenstein'99,baseballrep- schedule, Colby plays approximately survey of coaches conducted by WilresentativeAlexParrillo'99 and a rep- threeNESCACteamsa year.Thereare sonEverhart'99, themajority of teams
resentative from die Echotraveled to NESCACschoolsthattheteamhasnot atCoIbyhavecumulativeGPAshi^ier
Amherst Mass.,for thefive-hourinter- faced in hisfour years because the dif- than the average GPAof non-athletes.
activeforum.
ficulty of scheduling long-distance
"I think the athletes at Colby have
With the exception of Bowdoin, travel
higher GPAs than non-athletesout of
Still, thoseattheforumagreedthat season as well as in season," said
everyNESCACschoolbroughtrepresentativesto the discussion organized combiningNCAAparticipationwitha Langille.
by membersof Williamsand Amherst NESCAC playing conference is feaWhat the current situation means
student governments. Thecatalystfor sible.Theyplannedtotalcetheinitiative for specific sports was discussed, as
the forum wasthevocalexpressionsof to the respectivestudent bodies and wasthefart thattheco_egepi£sidents'
dissatisfactionwith the April decision administrations.
decision called for a centralized
on their campuses. Thirty students at
"Internal pressure creates a better NESCACoffice to beused as a watchWilliams formed an NCAA advocacy base from which to go,"said Amherst dog organizationfor the conference.
group lastMay and havebeenrallying Student Government Organization
The consortium of student body
for action eversince.
President Tom Gray, who mediated presidentsvotedtoestablishthemselves
Afterappmximatel
ythieehours
of the forum.
as an entity called the NESCAC Studebateand discussion,the collegerepBut Cotter doesn't foresee an dent Forum. The group did and will
resentativesvotedunanimouslytoseek amendment to the April decision.
continueto address issues fromathleta change to the April dedsioa In a
"Obviously the presidents care ics, social polides, funding practices,
formal motion to be written by repre- about what students, coaches and governmentstructure and any other
sentatives fromHamiltonCollege, the alumni feel,"said Cotter. *"Butthere is issuesofpertinmceontheircampuses.
group decidedto advocatethe mainte- no agenda to changethe position."
Still,tikegoalof the forum nowisto
rally
the campuses behind their postWhy pay more and hassle with downtown traffic?
season proposal.
' -heriskofopeningthisallbackup
is that you might men revert to no
,"
NCAAplay,whichwasthestatusquo
said Cotter.
215A College Ave. Waterville, ME 04901
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Two students make the most of Saturday's Semi-Naked
v x ~ ''
Dance in the Heights.

AIDSQUILT
, continued f r ompage !

takea fewminutesand seeit.Seeing four Colby classesand will speak at
this quilt is very moving."
MessalonskeeHigh Schooltomorrow.
To compliment the quilt display,
DeStefano's visit is sponsored by
writer, stand-up comic and radio the HTV Task Force, The Bridge,the
show host Michael DeStefano will Cultural Events Committee, Student
givea Spottight Lecturetonight at 7:30 Health on Campus, the Student Prop.m. in Lorimer Chapel. DeStefano grammingBoard,theNewmanCounwas diagnosedwith HIV in 1988 and cil and theCulturalEventsChair.
losthiswifetoAlE_>Sini995.Hislectui_, - DeStefanoisaffiliatedwithRiver
_hinldng,'' will Huston, who spoke at Colby last
'/IhePowerofPositive
usehumortocreateaportraitofwhatit
year. Originally, DeStefano and
is liketo live and die with HIV.
Huston were going to visit Colby
"He's supposedly a very funny together,but Huston was unableto
guy, so I'm excited to listen to him come asshehad another conference
talk,"said Sar$i pleary '00, the stu- earlier this weekand is "pretty ill at
dent worker in charge of bringing this point/'said Cieary.
DeStefano to campus.
From 10 am. until 2 p.m tomorDeStefanoarrived at Colby yester- ix>w,theHIVTaskFoK3eandDayspring
day and will remainon campus until AIDSSupportServioes,asupportg_roup
Sunday.HeisstayinginEastQuadand firomAugusta,w_lhavetablessetupin
will participate in numerous campus theCotterUnionlobby.DeStefanowill
activities. Additionally, he is visiting be at thetablesbetween1and 2 p.mO
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WebCat puts Colby libraries on-line
BY JACQUELINE OGUTHA
Staff Writer
Doingresearch in Miller Library
is a learning process made easier
when information is readily accessible. Over die course of the semester, however, some Colby students
have expressed concern about the
speed and efficiencyof the services
provided by the library now that
everythingcan be accessedfromthe
library web site> WebCat.
"The system is slow and has already been down a couple of times
this^ semester/' said Flannery
Higgins '99/ adding that some research tools like MacSpirs are no
longer available.
Frances Parker, die assistant director for public services at Miller
Library/ said that contrary to the
belief that a lot has been altered,all
the information available before is
still available, and now easier to
access.
"The catalog is running off the
same system as before," she said,
"and can.still be accessed through
Telnet if one wishes to do so." The research page,however,did
undergo some changes. Indices
available for research purposes
moved frornbeingon paper a couple
of years ago to CD-ROM, and are
now migrating to the web.
"The vendors are moving indexes,onto, the web, whereas three
or four years ago they Were avails
able as literature or on CD," said
Parker.
». „. The CBB (Colby, Bates and
Bowdoin) consortium changed vendors from MacSpirs/Silver Platter
to OVID and IAC as they "were not
satisfied with ihe other services,"
she said.
The consortium is concerned
mthgettingyendors whohave good
development prospects and offer
user-friendly productsat an affordable price.
"Most purchases are done with
Bates and Bowdoin to get better discounts," said Parker, who added
that this sometimes means making
compromises. Colby students and
faculty are currently the heaviest
users of CBB/ a servicethat makes it
possible to request materials from
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Co lby feeds homeless ; partici pates
in annual Write r 's Harvest
BY MELISSA GERBI
Features Editor

Walking into the Art Museum on Tuesday night,
students were greeted by AH DeGroot'99, who posed
the question, "Do you know what SOS is?" to each
person. DeGroot explained that SOSstands for Share
Our Strength, an organization whichseeksto aid hunger and poverty organizationsworldwide.An off shoot
of the organization is the Annual Writer's Harvest, a
celebration 'wHicH. brings together more than 2,000
writersto fighthungerand poverty by readtng in more
than 600bookstores,Barnes and Nobles superstores,
college campuses and community centers across the
¦
¦. ¦. ¦. ¦'¦ . ' ¦' :
country; . , .k/ u :, ' V . ., ., ' _ • „;. ¦ ¦ ¦.» <¦ ,V. - ., ¦ • ¦
Share Our Strength takes the donations generated
td statewide ahtl\>y the tiy^tj ^
• ' ¦ ¦ '0
iuingprawj ^
Accortfmg to $OS,-i nearly 26 million Americatts

receive emergency food assistance and more than 36

*

A stage platggpn fell ttew^^during a play at Yale Uniandstudent, a
versity last Friday night. AcdP-ding to one
mkltWh
platform
e
students
professional set^esjf / ^r
h a d tes t ed it before *ttg sj tw opened last week. According to theYa If Da ily j ffi.JS,«he stage platform collapsed
onto the band p it, buHn c_fc$nembers were able to avoid
it." According to the Manager of Occupational Health
an d Safety R ob Klein , "an examination of the platform 's
nails suggests the framing$|.ay have been insufficent."

i_

the computer in the library for research.
any of the three institutions. The server needs to stay up, and that
establishment of this_ cross-college they are doinga good job of keeping
reo^estsysteniandthecatalogchanges it running.
weiemadeposs&lethroug^funclsftom
The web site is not limited to
the MellonGrant.
library services, but it takes rime
According to Parker, the library and interest for one to discover the
web site was created, to "provide a wealthof information availablefroma
ceritralplace, where ;you can gain number of other sources. In Parker's
access to irif ormatibn£com.any.plaGe view, students need to "invest time m
on campus." This is in contrast to discoveringwhatsreally here,arid not
the previous system in which/ only electronically."
sources of information were scatFuture developments are altered in different parts of the library ready being discussed, and will inor accessibleonly from specific com- clude the addition of holdings that
puters.The web site allows students will allow users to have a direct link
to, among other things, renew their from citations to periodicals availbooks without making a trip to.the able at Colby, Bates or Bowdoin.
library and to place requests for There is more information available
books and videos.
in full-text as a result of the introThe accessibility of information duction of indices such as Literafrom the web in terms of speed is ture On-line and the Expanded Acastill of concern, however, as it poses demic Index, in addition to Lexisa hindrance to research when time Nexis which is still available and
constraints exist.
easier to use.
"We are not unaware of this,"
"We have wanted this (change)
said Parker, "but we cannot guar- for years," said Parker, who added
antee that the server won't go that there are good prospects for
down." She said that speed is not progress and steady movement tosomething they can control, but wards better access to material in
noted that ITS is aware that the the near future.Q

**

Compiled by Melissa Gerbi
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million Americans live in poverty.
Thisyear, according to DeGroot, Colby could not
participate on the appropriate day, Instead of waiting
until next year, however, the College sponsored its
own event complete with faculty writers reading from
their own works. Monica Wood and Jaimee Colbert,
MAINE-LY DAY TRIPS
both visiting assistant professorsof English, read ex- IS
Paw nnmr vmn for hlf « S73-7Sas
cerpts of pieces. Past participants have included John
Grisham,SeamusHeaneyJoyceCarolOatesand former
Going to southern CT or
Colby professor Richard Russo.
New York on Tuesday 11/
Wood opened the program reading from her short
story, "Bargain." She then moved onto another story, 24 , returning Sunday 11/29.
/'Earrings/' Wood has read on National Public Radio
Drop-offs in Mass. , CT,
and Has been: included in the Pushcart Prize Anthol- Whi te Plains. $50 each way
:
¦¦
ogy' 0 ; ::0 : ' ' ";0 . . ../
Call now to
I ."Jaintee Colbert finished theprogram reading a longer
select
ion, "Waking Up In Safe Places/' from her epireserve your spot !
sodical collection of linked stories. The piece takes
v:
J oin us p rf orm your own group,,
i • /
ftiaes lit a fictitious Maine town.CI^

Acupuncture and Herbal Therapy
"A time tested medical
system that works"
•Common Colds
• Bronchitis
• Headaches (Migraines)
• Irritable Bowel Syndrome etc.
Deep,tissue massage:
• Chronic musculotendon pain and
constriction front trauma or stress,
Phillippe Ouimet , LAc.
15A College Ave, • Waterville, Me 04901
207872-0688

Small det ails make hug
on potent ial employers

Ma rch 16, 1989

messy, that is howyou will be perceived. For companies
rectivinghunc__fcds of lettersand resumes,itisimportantto
"0- : Features Editor
make yoursstand out A huge turn-off is misspellingthe
name of the company or the person to whom you are
Effective communication is a lost art. Too often addressing your letter. Indignation aside, they will hot
people donot knowhow to clearly express appropriate be interested in su(_h shortcomings.
desires and wishes. The ability to convey needs in a
Por those women out there,you know that it can be
short amount of time and space is
awkward to be addressed by
crucial in business corresponthe wrong title. One should aldence,and an integral part of such
waysbegin a letter with "Ms.,"
correspondence for the seeker of
and never "Miss" or "Mrs."
corporate America is the resume
Ashton said, "If you can't
Never send a resume
and cover letter.
tell
from the name if they are a
without
a
cover
letter.
According to Gate Talbot
Ms.or a Mr., give the employer
Ashtoh, associate director in the
a call and ask. It is a small in-Cate Talbot Ashton
Office of Career Services, "Never
vestmentthatcanpreventybur
send a resume without a cover
resume from ending up in the
letter. Without a letter explaining
circular file."
why the person is receiving your
Asillymistakecanbe costly
name you are sending them a mystery."
in the long term. According to Ashton, a,recentColby
Moreover, theasform of the business letter is impor- alum reported that twoColby students did not sign their
^|nt. Something simple as a title, format or spelling coverletters. Attentionto detail is crucialwhen lookingfor
|||_stake can move your resume from the top of the pile jobs, especially in a financial market.
^o the trashu
Final toucheswith employers are key components
"If you never took a typing or business course in in the application process. "Relearn the art of writing
high school, now is the time to learn," said Ashton.
thank-younotes.Purchase themin bulkand issue them
Luckily,the Of fiCe of Career Services can point you generously," said Ashton. Thanking'a potential emin the right direction with a hand out designed to get ployer not only helps you advance your cause but "it
you on the right track.
makessomeone's day to be thanked and prompts them
Remember that cover letters are often your first to be helpful to the next desperately-seeking-career
introduction to a company. If you are sloppy and student," she said ?

BY MELISSA GERBI
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The Echo staff di 1989 had a few problems with some of
Colby 's residence halls. Looking back, has anything
changed? The staff made comments such as "the basic
design (of the Heights) is taken from Superman's 'For- i
tress of Solitude/ The beauty of the dorm is that wherever
you look there seem to be walls." The writers did not have
much more sympathy for Hillside. They described it as
being designed "with all sorts of animal environments in
mind. Half the time you feel like you are scurrying around
in an ant farm and the other half you feel as though you're
sniffing around for a piece of cheese."The students of the
late eighties did not know the new Dana, but described the
old as "the largest and loudest dorm which was designed
with the Love Boat in mind."

November 27, 1988
All the current complaints about the Colby OneCard
system or the library computer system seem warranted,
but back in 1988 students were excited by the fact that the
library was even developing an automated card catalog system. According to the Echo, the "The purpose of the new
system is to make the card catalog easier. Instead of having to
know the entire title of an entire book, for example, just one
word can be entered into the system... also with this system the
user can see |f the book is checked out."Just a few months later
a new researlhingsystem with CD ROMs was added. Although
Colby had owy borrowed those machines, the library was soon
running st| |||g
with their own computers.

December s, 1987
Kh
i 'y ^^ ^

"f ^ij ' ^ 'o ,

were visiting the same issues regardingalcohol
Colby;:|t«||pnts
when
over ten *^atS(go in the Echo reported that "people have
is been
afraid to;fiold^|fcrties the CommonsRoom because this where
the liquor inspector came last year." Students in 1987 could learn
about waystoholda safe,yetfun party in the PageCommonsRoom
from then Directorof the Student Center and Student Activities
John Faffets. Hesaid,"Designate separatedrinking areas upstairs '
'-on-the bmUtmff lta fare closed off tb those without prpj ^^|g||of
age." H«?*No suggested having professional barten^^^^^ly \
i enfoiaimgthe legal age policy." Back then alcohot :^j ^^|^|o '
|p
e at 12:45 a.m. Similar to currentevents/the SflHBHIH}™y%
Bi really have no way of knowingwhen the l^B|HKj^%ttM
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BY KATIE QUACKENBUSH
Staff Writer

The Shenandoah Shakespeare Express
brought their unique presentation of
Shakespeare to a Colby Audienceon Nov.. 14
and 15. Both nights the non-profit theater
group performed to sold-out audiences in
Strider Theater.
The SSE has operated for ten years
with a distinctive view toward the presentation of Shakespeare to a modern
audience. According to their programs,
their productions are "different from
other Shakespeare performances in
that it sought to recreate some of the
theatrical conventions of the Renaissance: the actors played on a bare stage
surrounded by the audience members
who shared the same li ght- with the
actors, each of whom played several
roles." By working under the "original'''
conditions,the company hopes to "breathe
new life into the Bard's plays."
At Friday night's performance of "Richard HI," the audience was initially reluctant to sit on stage/Those who did find
themselves close to the action were not
merely observers, but participants. Richard made the audience confidants in his
plotting.
"Richard lll" was characterized by hi gh
energy performances that made the twohour performance stimulating. Despite the
lack of an intermission, the powerf ul per?
formance of Kate Norris as Richard and
the sp lendid supporting roles by the other
eleven actorsbrought the Bard's words to
-y
lifer "The^SSE*succeeded in ortrayingiRichard as both despicably evil and convincingly charming, an important duality
when he seduces Lady Arine and Lad y
Elizabeth in their respective periods of
mourning. The treatment of the arguabl y
problematical depiction by Shakespeare

of the hearts of women was convincing.
, Technicall y, "Richard III" is classified
as one of Shakespeare's history plays despite its obvious tragic elements. The SSE
performance hi ghlighted both the tragedy and the often-overlooked humor of
the play . The vile Italian henchman of
Richard who were hired to kill Claudio
tickled the audience with their comic portrayal of a grizzly scene.
Saturday the SSE performed the comedy
"Measure for Measure." The on-stage audience became even more a part of the show as
the character of Luciointimated a secret about
the Duke to Kea Watson '99,and Miss Overdone, a prostitute, draped herself across the
lap of Raji Gupta, '99.
Just as SSE succeeded in capturing the
humor of the history,; they artfully wove
the pathos of tragedy into this complex
web of morality and love. The performance appropriatel y began with a vocal
rendition of "Ave Maria " followed by a
livelier contemporary piece.
The energy of the performers was quite
high and there seemed to be an additional
element of improvisation at some moments
of the performance. At one point Pompey
snatched a shoe from the audience and used
it as a telephone to summon the prisoner,
Master Barnadine, to execution. The audience erupted into laughter at this spontaneous effect.
Viewers were similarly pleased ]by the
comic, almost cartoon-like, performance of
Norris as Elbow, the constable. Yet, the antics
between Elbow and Pompey did not steal the
show because the performances of all of the
actors were superb.
i-Speaking.of the ; SSE. Beth-Johnson '99,
said, ''They're able to use hardly any set and
create an amazing image for the audience."
Johnson was also impressed by the
cast's ability to play multiple roles. Some pf
the actors played as many as eight roles iri
each show.

h igh energy p£™|np^

„; M$%&- Photo courtesy of Performing ArtsDept.
:
: 0
theater
group
Shenandoah
e Express.
Non-prof it
Shoi^sp.r0t
f
"All of the actors were incredible. The^_ • :,\7,^e; ''aiidienice regaled the cast with a
leads arid supporting actors were all incred- -'tremendous standing ovation both nights
ible. They made Shakespeare alive again,' a_v the SSE brought Shakespe a re 's word s
she said.
to life.Q

Think you've got what
i
t
takes?
f|

B Here's What's Playing Friday, Nov. 20 Through Thursday, Nov. 26 H
H
H

Leonardo DiCaprio He Kenneth Branagh -ft Winona Ryder ^M
'
Written and Directed by Woody Allen
^fl
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Every student comes to college expecting to 'pick a ma*
j or, take the required classes nnd graduate with a degree ,
in four years. Unfortunately, this may not be the case for
all American Studies majors at Colby. The College has
found itself in a predicament regarding the American Stud"
ies major. Next yeajr;^ three - Afii^tican Studies professors
are going on sabatical, one is retiring and one visiting
instructor is leaving. These departures aie coupled with ,
the fact thai numerous professors from other departments
who teach courses that count'toward*, the maj or aj e also
leaving, for various reasons-.This debacle will potentially
disable the department for the next two years and leave
current sophomores and Juniors in a bind to complete the
necessary requirements for the major. It is not known , at
this time, whether or not the administration wilLprovide
the funds to hire at least one visiting professor to fill iii for
the missing positions. This is simply incomprehensible.
The Collegia N£Ep$to find the money to allow the department to maintain itself. The AmericanStudies major is a popular field of study whichboasts some of the College's most respected
professors. We hope that the administration realizes the
predicament the .department is in, and for the benefit of
the school and the students, hires at least one visiting professor or instructor. Somewhere, someone must be able to
throw a few bucks to the department for the benefit of the
students and the College. The survival of an academic
major should be considered a necessary financial invest*
ment at this institution.

Be responsible : Don 't break t hing s

Everyone at Colby is pretty smart. Our SATs,with a f ew
except ion s,confirm this. But even smart kids do real dumb
stuff sometimes; nobody's perfect. This is fine. We at the
Echo recognize that people do dumb stuff sometimes, an d
this is a fact of life* Even the architectual designers of the
dorms assume some degree oi belligerence is an inherent
part of college life. Vqt example, the dainty little door
handles at foss hinder an ID-less student from simply
ripping the door down, But a conundrum arises when
people commit, some random act of stupidity and fail to
take responsibility for their actions. « <
The most a nnoying manifestation of this phenomenon
for the campus as a whole is dorm damage. Many students
have had to pay dorm damage in the pas.t, or will have.to
pay dorm damage at some future time. What a refreshing
way to end the year, by paying for someone else's momentary misbehavior. ,' . , ' ,
It is an honorable thing to protect one 's friends, but if
someone you know fails to own up to an act of vandalism,
it is important to repeinber that everyone will have to payIncluding you. The simplest solution would be for people
who cause dorm damage to own up to it for themselves.
But as this is often riot the case, the rest of the community
needs to get in touch with their indignant side , arid turn In
peop le who pull fire alarms, burn holes in carpets, t hrow
toilets out windows or generally cause mayhem wit h out
reprimand. Because Security has a new policy where if you
witness dorm damage and fail to report it, they can hunt
you down and shoot you. No, th ey don't really. So we're
just going to have to take it upon ourselves to put our
personal scruples aside for the benefit of everyone.

The Colby Echo
f ounded in 187 7
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Don't use Hambleton as a scapegoat

It is both frustrating and disappointing to feel that I must write
this letter. During the four years I
spent at Colby, with many of the
others who share my concerns, I
leamedalotaboutbiodiemistryand
economics, but I learned just as
much, if not more, about being on
my own and who I wanted to be.
Muchof this education was a direct
result of the countless people I met
and the many different events at
which we met. Unfortunately, the
fondness I once felt for my alma
materhas rapidly begun to deteriorate. Most of this is due to the inane
and selfish actions of those who
make the decisions at Colby, Which
have continually repressed the atmosphere that encourages die interaction between people who
wouldn'tsocializeoutsideof a classroom setting.
Recently, one of our good
friends, Ryan Hambleton, has been
persecuted for an activity that it
would seem every person in the
Colby community, including the
Presidenthimself,has engaged in at
onetimeor another. Yes,evenPresident Cotter has infringed upon this,
now most serious, law during at
least one of his senior dinners. In
case you haven't heard, the "heinous crime"that I am referring to is
helpingorengagingintheconsumption of alcohol by a minor.
So one might ask why Mr.
Hambleton is now being condemned for this, undeniably common activity. That is because a terrible, terrible accident happened
early on the morning of October 15
when a Colby sophomore fell out of
her third-floor window. My sincerest sympathies go out to Lindsey's
famil y and friends, but unfortunately there are those at Colby who
are makingthissituationevenworse
by placing blame on another student. It is very hard to understand
why a situation where someone, of
age or not, returns to their room
without help frpm others and then
tragically falls out of her window
several hours later, can be blamed
on a person who happened to provide her drinks many hours earlier
in the evening. Even if her BAC was
.08- .10 (as some organizations have
suggested), she would have been at
or under the legal limit to operate a
motor vehicle in many states. Can
there actually be people so ignorant
at Colby that they believe it is legal
to drive in this condition,but in the
same state a person is not lucid
enough to keep themselves from
falling out of a window? I would
certainly hope not, whichbrings me
to the reason Hambleton is being
blamed for this incident.
The simple fact Is that Ryan
Hambleton has been assigned the
duty of pro tecting the Colleg e's
reputation. Someone fell out of a
window,and someoneelse needs to
be held responsible, regard less of
whether or not it was his fault. The
honorable institution feels it must
f ind a scapegoat , or else blame will
fall, by def ault , on the College and
its administrators. One wonders
where this new administrative philosophy of "Ifs only cheat ing if you
get caug ht" fits info Colby's proposed honor :cb4e? ,|:^ ',;;:;;; ::' ;
Colby hasdedded thewelfareof
its students is insignificant com-

pared to the image it must portray never a "frat"). We played beer die
to the potential students and do- at everysingleonewith alumniwho
nors it spends so mucheffort pursu- are still very close to each other and
ing. Amazingly, one Friday night many of whom share my concerns.
early in 1995, news crews showed But not once was it ever necessary,
up at a few of the lounge parties on nor did it happen, that a student
campus. (These used to be a com- needed to end their night at the
mon occurrence at Colby,but judg- mfirmary or the hospital. As the
ing from my
administration
- .
makesittougher
experiences
over alumni
and more risky
toconsumealcoweekend, and The simple fact is that
feedback from
hol on campus,
Ryan
Hambleton
has
those who are
it is naive to
currently there,
think that drinkbeen
assigned
the
ing, underage or
thisisnolonger
case). duty of protecti ng the
the
otherwise, will
Within hours
stop. Restricting
reputation.
College's
theadministrastudents' ability
tionhad denied
to drink in an
the station the
open, social atright to air the footage, daiming mosphere will only drive them to
that the reporters had not been in- consume more potent and dangervited onto campus, and thus pre- ous forms of alcohol (due to the ease
serving the College's valuable im- of concealment and storage of these
age. In the current situation, how- forms) in small, non-associating
ever, Colby has chosen to trample groups. Our question to you is this:
the image of one of its off-campus Is Colby going to wait until it finds
students while protecting its up- a nice and discreet dead body in one
standing reputation. Now, one of of its dorm rooms lying next to an
our friends and classmates is being emptybottle of Bacardi 151before it
sacrificed on theeveningnewswhile realizes what it has done? Maybe
the administration is in a Eustis then a few keg parties and some
restroom, washing their hands of beer die tables won't look so bad to
the incident.
the "investors."
Theseimage-before-students at- ' We certainly, don't think this is
titudes and policies, which the what is best for Colby and its Stuschool's administration and trust- dents, so please don't let one acciees now stand behind, have left an dent turn into twp^ pj,potentially,
increasingly badiastein themouths more, by persecuting Hambleton
of myself and fellow alumni. Every and the others for something they
time the school has to decide be- are not responsible for.
tween loyalty to its students and
community atmosphere, and its
Brent Ryan '97
reputation,theCollege alwayspicks
Founder of the WWNST
its image, in an attempt to rake in
and supporters of Ryan
more big donations and increase Hambleton and the Others
the endowment. Here's a 50% soluMark Sinclair '97
tion: Maybe if the administration
Derek
Luke'98
started acting in the best interest of
Dana
Cease
'97
the students, the community atmoDrew Heffner '97
sphere and the College's traditions,
. Courtney Marum '96
there wouldn't be so many graduSandra Hughes '98
ates unwilling to donate to the
Michael Child '97
school. Many of us still see and care
Carter Davis '97
Jen Johnson '98
whatisdone atColby,and while we
William Rafferty '97
may not all have the means to put
Bill Bradley '95
up a new apartment complex right
Katie Page '98
now,it won'tbe long before someof
Pete O'Neil '98
us do. So, when Major Gifts calls on
CJ Polcari '9^
us to step up with big donations, we
Andrew Zuff oletti '97
probably will not have forgotten all
Mark Adelman '97
the ways Colby has neglected its
Donald Quinby '97
Liz
Baker '97
students, our classmates and our
Pat Doyle '97
friends.
Step
hen Kidd '97
Maybe the school is too conTrace
y Keefe '98
cerned with maximizing its current
Nick Lamia '97
utility,with complete and utter disRich Morrissey '97
regard for the future, to care about
Javier Fernandez '97
what is best for ALL of thestudents.
Mary Thach '98 Maybe suspending one of its stuTanya Stawasz '97
Anna Hamlen '97
dents,because of his tenuous link to
Dylan
Rothwell '97
an unfortunate tragedy, will enable
Tom
KilUlea
'97
the institution to find a few more
Peter Sheren '97
deep-pocketed trustees with no conKatherine Williams '97
nection to the school. Maybe placLauren Graham '97
ing three others, who happened to
Kristen Raffetto '97
play a drinking game with this girl,
Dave Javier '97_
on disciplinary proba tion wil l senci
Wendy Ridder '97
Dan Wheadon '97
a message to potential investors tha t
Chris
Whitehead '^
str ict regulation of common social
Colin Harrington '96
ac tivities is in the best interest of the
Baptiste '97 - *
John
College
students,
's
s
Harold Graves '97
So, while the school crusades
Tara Lenich '97
against these students and the visWhitneyWolfe '97
ible drinkingat Colby,consider this:
i
Alison Kelleher '98
I hosted 84 \-yetinesday night jgetBohn
Jessica
'98
;
¦ ' r
togethers while I vt$t
f g $ l ty tyf y :^n Rajid^'^8^;:^;' :¦:.>¦;',- > ¦;A; ¦;' ^ 7 Ktran Co-tejio'Hfr '; 0 0
that was the VYVVNST^rl&nfe it was
'.*¦ - i *

Thoughts f ro^ Ifte S(^

Recently many of you might
have seen theStudent Crimen Poll
concerning WMHB, Colby's radio
station. The survey results were
varied/ many positive, many not.
The comments that we received
were mostly in favor of having a
radio station,but as to how it should
operate, there was a multitude of
opinions. Inmyprevious threeyears
at Colby I have heard few, if any,
positive comments about the station.Therefore when Ibecame Treasurer I began to examine whether
WMHB deserved the largest budget of any student club. I have a
great problem funding the station,
thereby diverting funds from other
clubs, if no one is really listening.
One thought I have is to move
the station to the fishbowl. This
would increase publicity for thestation and thereby help to increase
listenership. I believe that the new
block format of the station has
worked fairly well. I also believe
that since tuition dollars help fund
the station/it should be radio for

Colby, npt thelocal commumty. If
like it,
the ednunurutjir;^
that is an addedbpnus. I do hot feel
thai community members should
get precedent over .Colby students
for shows aswell as good timeslots.
How to proceed depends on the
student body. Please let me know
how you feel by emailing me at
regupta@colby.edu.
Cm another note,I feel as a member of the SGA Executive Board that
I need to address the criticism of
SGA that has gone on by the Echo. I
believe that it istheresponsibility of
the constituents to hold their leaders to a high degree of accountability. However,theEcho's criticism of
SGA has been misguided recently
in that there was a vast amount of
misinformation presented as well
as concerns that were accusatory
instead of being recommendations
that could help us all. Furthermore,
items that are opinions are best left
to the Opinions section rather than
the News section. Moreover,do not
express a personal report of how

Cultur al message s can be harmfu l
-^ ^gMi that f ocu s on
s
^
^p
^
^.
gte
i'7 fSm
mittee and other campus al- unreaso nable expectations

you feel SGA fe doing as being an
actual report card that was evaluated by anyone other than the author.WeinSGAare morethanhappy
tolistentothecommentspfour peers,
indeed it is our job. What do you
accomplishby attaddhgus? Wedon't
knowwhatitisthatyouwantusto do
if all you say is.that we're doing everything wrong. We are workingon
different thingsat Colby, things that
Ben and Brad campaignedon,aswell
asmanyother issuesthathavearisen.
But we also are trying to find but
what it is that Colby students want.
And it is in this regard that we have
no choicebut to be reactionary. The
trick is fellow students, what is it
you would like us to address?Alas,
SGA members aren't psychic, but
instead wetry togetasenseofwhafs
going on on thebeat. We look to the
students for where to focus our energy. Please contact us x3342 or at
sga@colby.edu with your concerns.

• lies have been discussing the - *f J^eS|^o^-:-' ge'rceiyted
probability that there ar e oft? ) ^dlcUW^J^^exvLikijidrms.
tjital messages at Colby which V '" ;W^||f^^e
j ^^*i»i»nes 'al»
. are potentially harmful and ^ayiexifl:,
^
contribute to the pressures * troubling fto,us '^at^ome
that students feel to partici- ;_ messages' occur twiT ffut eon*
pate in or conform to the as- .- , text;,of'.-cpiieg'e>sjp'^'
sOx^d

;

'* '' . " ' ' . > '" events siichVas

This results
the
"Screw
In an ideal world, Your Roomin unhealth y
behaviors
Dance /'
negative effects mate
such as dis* th e
the "Semi-Naordered eat- of cultural messages ked Dance ,"
ing,
unand
would beeasy to ; Pther o"Pimp
wanted and
stitute
n ;»!»• *' . if. e * v - ignite , s
Dance * and
sexual activalso t ne *Pirs t
ity, alcohol/
and Last Dav of
drug use and destructive self- Loudness ," because of the
perceptions of bile's fcody;
association with the excesIn an ideal world , the nega- sive use of alcohol and its
,
tive effects of cultural mes- negative consequences.
sages would be easyto ignore.
.• It is important as a com*
However , in contexts like col- munity to take a stand on
lege campuses where social/ thes e issues at Colby- We
peer pressures are particularl y bring forward pur ideas in
strong, arid , where peop le hopes that tlie message will
sp en d all of th eir tim e living bring light to some sensiand working in the same tive issues that affect memplace , it may be difficult to bers of our commu nity and
resist partici pating in certain we hop e to engender further
events, even: if people reall y dialogue .
don't want to partici pate . We
are not implying that all stuThe Colby College Eatdents , or all peop le, are un- ing Disorder Committee
able to think for themselves.
HIV Task'f prce ' '• ' .
^
nor are we suggestin g that
SHOC (Stu dent Health
peop le shouldn 't partici- On Campus ) :
pate in activities , if they so
ASAP (Advocates for
desire. We mean only to ask Sexual Assault Prevention )
that our community recogCABE (ColbyAlcohol Renizfe that social pressures search and Education )
and cultural messages are - ; ftealthXiente *Stiff "' ' V"
^soiti^tittte ^^^uite5-* ^oWerf fr ^ ^0m#md&^ "*r\ <;.* !:VJ
in * influencing us as Kilt*' 1 f NCB^NaHonarCoalitiOn
mans. These messages may Building Institute )
;
come dire ct ly or indirectl y
The Womon's Group

Raj Gupta '99
SGA Treasurer

Ventu ra a stellar choice for Minnesota governo r
Last week I could not get 30 feet
across campus without somebody
stopping me and saying, "Drew,
I've lost all respect for your state."
To the best of my knowledge, I believe that these comments were in
reference to the winner of the Minnesota gubernatorial election. Those
who take the time to learn a little
more about the election and Jesse
Ventura will not be so upset
Jesse Ventura, age 47,was born
in Minneapolis as James Janbs. He
is a Renaissance man, and a wearer
of many career hats/ i_m6rigmem
are mayor Of Brooklyn Park, a Minneapolis suburb, and radio talk
,
show host.
The election of Jesse Ventura as
governor of Minnesota is an illustration of Americans being fed up
with career politicians. His clear
and simple beliefs in fiscal conservatism and his moderate stance on
social issues resonated well with
the majority of Minnesotans.Hewas
able to capture the paramount
"middle ground" and send voters
to the polls who would not have
voted if he had not been running.
Ventura is a burly, hard-nosed, articulate,charismatic breath of fresh
air who willprovide a renewed spirit
to a stagnant bureaucracy. Ventura

is capable of sitting around with a
group of smooth lobbyists and discussing political issues as well as
severely maiming everyone in the
room. Angus King, the only other
governor in the United States to be
elected on a non-Republican or
Democratic ticket, probably cannot

I ur ge you to look at

the positives that a
- N^y
bikei ^
^^
professional wr estler
and mov ie star can
exemplif y.

claim to be a former Navy Seal,professional wrestler or a past member
of the Mongols (a California biker
$ang).
An example of the political participation that Ventura brought out
in Minnesota was a carpenter that
worked for the same construction
company as I did this past summer.
Todd, who sported a nice working
man's short-long, drove an F-250
with an eight-inch lift and mudders,

and is Ventura's brother-in-law. I
applaud Ventura for giving real
political choices to Todd and many
others like him in Minnesota.
What, then, can be concluded
from all of this? For Todd and many
like him, the other candidates did
not provide a real, identifiable political choice.
Is America crumbling at its
democratic foundations because
out in theMidwest,somegovernor
isresoivingpoMcalprpblemswith
a double axe handle off the top
ropes? Of Course hot. Jfte governor-elect of Minnesota appealed to
a broad voting base -withattractive
policies. The negative comments
from my fellow White Mules only
reflect values present in the status
quo of what a politician should
typify. Yes, I admit mat Ventura
does not fit the paradigm of a politician to be taken seriously. But
rather than view his. past experiences with negativity, I urge you to
look at the positives that a Navy
Seal,biker,professional wrestlerand
movie star can exemplify: mental
toughness, calmness under pressure,charismaticleadershipand one
hell of an elbow drop:
Drew Johnson '01

Please submit your letter/
and comments lo:

echo @colb y.edu
1
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Senioritis hits the Colby campus

nove the alternative

cool. It wasn't until 1 came to Colby that I heard "L^OC"
referred to as an acronym for "Italian Retard Out Cruising."
BY PATRICK J. BERNAL /
Opinions Editor
At any rate,by thetime 3was a senior I had perfected my coolStaff Writer <
guy senior persona. Seniors were the confident,self-assured,
"
11
—
.' ,
•
' '
"
I was sitting around the other day watching The Jerry mature people that everyone else strove to imitate. Or at least
My high school education has long been a source of
Springer Show when I began thinking about my future. The they were expected to act like confident self-assured, mature
embarrassment for me. But why shouldn't it be? I went
Jerry Springer Show has a way of doing that to me. "Ha ha," people that everyone else would strive to imitate. Thus it was
to the Alternative Community School in Ithaca , N.Y., a
I thought to myself. "These people are so pitiful. They're a shock to come to Colby and find that not only were IROCpublic school with a flair for the exotic. A place where
getting paid to go on national television and talk about how Zs not considered cool,but seniors were-nolonger expected _ the tofu could be smelled coming out of the cafeter ia
much they like to have sex with their cousin Lester whiletheir to be suave. One of the first questions I asked the tour guide
and ihe organicherbal tea ran like wine.Itwas the kind
jealous spouses are beaten by leather-clad transvestite when I arrived at Colby was, "Who are these older-looking
of place where anything politically correct could hapstudents who wander around campus
dwarves. I am far superior to these papen and usua lly did.
thetic fools." Then a nasty realization
with the haunted, petulant look of someThe damage to my credibility that having the words
crashedmysuperiority party: atleastthese
one in possession of a profoundly terrible . 'Alternative Community School" in bold letters under
knowledge?"
people are getting paid, which might be
I think I'm in denial
my photo in the class of 2001 Faces and Places book is
more than I'll be able to say for myself at
"Those are the seniors," she replied
immeasurable. These words raised a lot of questions
of the fact that I am
this time nextyear. For Ihave reached that
solemnly. And now I know why the seabout me in the eyes of my incoming freshmen classniorslookedthatway.Ifsbecausethey're
crucial turning point in life, senior year in
going to graduate .
mates. These words made many of my classmates woncollege.
thinking about what they're going to do
der, who is this guy? I would like to use this opportuThe word "senior"has different impliafter graduation, and living in their parcations at various stages in a person's life.
ents' garage is looking like a distinct
It can have connotations of power, prestige, experience and possibility. My friends have already sent out resumes and
command over one's environment. Here I'm thinking of been hired at prestigious companies for high salaries, but
My idea to implement a mandatory
"senior executive" or "Ken Griffey, Sr." or "senior in high this does not make me any more hopeful. I think I'm in
three -day-weekend did not fly.
school." It can also be associated, however, with confusion, denial of the fact that I am going to graduate, after which
financial insecurity and a sense of impending doom. This time I will actually have to do something with myself. So
second association could apply both to senior citizens and instead of working on my resume, I sit in my room and
' > ' ** * ,
. seniors in college.
concoct plans to get rich after I graduate without first
nity to clear my name and the name of my high school
Seniority used to be cool. Insofar as it is possible for me to "paying my dues," as so many people inform me I will have
before the entire Colby community. ,
callmyself "cool,"senior year in high school was probably the to do.
The worst part of going to a high school with a
pinnacle of my coolness (a depressing thought). I went to
First I thought about going into the bottled water busistupid name is the kind of questions that people ask
Lincoln Academy, situated in the heart of the sprawling ness, but I decided that the market is saturated. Then I was
aboutit. Alternative? Wasyourschoolsortoflikeadrug
metropolis that is Newcastle/ Maine. Do not be misled by the going to create a series of plush toys filled with plastic
rehabilitation center? Community? Oh, so is it kind of
name... although Lincoln has a "headmaster" instead of a pellets that I would sell for exorbitant prices,but I realized
like a community college but for younger kids? These
principal, and a "board of trustees" instead of a school board, that nobody would ever actually buy such a thing. Right
notions are wrong.
the word "academy"is used only because long ago someone now I've decided that I'm going to write the screenplay for
Firstly, the Alternative Community School did hot
decided that Lincoln Kinda Private But Really Pretty Much the next big Hollywood disaster action movie.It's about an
discourage drug use; it was sort of expected that you'd
Public High School would be too hard to fit on a basketball alien-infested meteor hurling towards Earth, where the
at the very least be stoned by the lime you got back from
jers ey. But if Lincoln Academy doesn't exactly have the impact will produce all sorts of special effects. When the
the kids in my class did go to
lunch. Secondly, most
butoftheh
academic reputation of Deerfield or Exeter Academy, it does meteor hits, it will cause tidal waves and twisters and
c^muhity cdlle^e
drop j
have much longer strips of rubber leavingf the student park- earthquakes, and at least one large ship-to sink after run.. . . . .
their first semester:
mg lot.
ning aground on Godzilla. I'm ait a bit of a tough place right I
One of the best things about the Alternative ComCoolness at Lincoln, and in fact probably at most high now, however, as I can't figure put how Will Smith is going
munity School was that if you didn't like the rules, you :
schools in the world, is predicated on the coolness of the car to save President DiCaprio. Maybe I should go work on my
could change them. All students were able to submit
you drive. Needless to say, my EROC-Z made me extremely resume.-)
proposals to change the rules to be voted on by the
student body. The only catch was that they had to be in
accordance with New York State law. So my idea to
implement a mandatory three-day-weekend did not
fly. However, my plan to have May 12 be officially
recognized as "Warren G. Day" was nearl y unanimously
supported by the student body.
It would not be fair to give a summary of the
Community School without at least once
__________
A ------- _ _______ . « B^^ VJ ^I^^ H Alternative
-^HHm. mentioning the gruelingworkload. In any given week,
m\\\\\S ^^mmmmmm\
it was not uncommon for me to go to class; I some¦
times even went twice. Tests were not de tigeur, nor
were papers- No, we Altern ative Community School
students were true to our alternative nature in working pn interdisciplinary projects or sometimes just
writing a poem or a song to demonst rate our knowl-
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, While my alte rnative educa t ion ' did hot necessarily prepare me for the academic rigors of a college
education , it did ; help me in' many ways prepare for .
the transition to college life. For instance , had Ino t
J gone to the Alternative Community School, there is a better than 50 percent chance that I never would have > ,
' learned how to hacky sack br how to give a relaxing ;
back massage . And I no longer have to worry about
getting ripped off in a drug deal > I just know too
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Vert ically cha lleiigid
Let 's level the p lay ing field
com e up short at Colby
SWILLINGER
BY PATRICK A.

person gets stuck once again with
thehandicapped stall.Thepoor soul
Staff Writer
hoistshimself or herself up and then
lets their feet dangle until all is done
When Colby did therenovations and they can dismount. But even
to the Quads,ramps were installed. the dismount is a struggle. It norApparently, Colby was moving to- mally comes in the form of a good
wardsbecomingmoreaccessiblefor swift swing of the legs and once
handicapped students; But the term you've got air, you must brace your
"handicapped" is so broad. It can legs for the landing. A short person
refer to someone who isin a wheel- can'tevenusethesiderailingsmeant
chair, someone who is hearing un- for other handicapped people bepaired, someone's golf game and cause chances are their arms just
even someone under five feet tall. don't extend that long.
Yes, apparently people under
If sinDana. Those sneezeguards
five feet can collect disability.
were meant for whom? The food
But what about those who just may be protected from the average
make the five-foot barrier? Or even height, but thetall and the short are
those who extend to about five feet no match.The tall can sneeze over it
and one and a quarter inches? In a and reach over it for whatever consense, they're die forgotten ones. diments or salad material they may
Their lives arehinwant. But the
, ¦. : • - . short once
dered every day>
again are at a
in one way or another, by the fact
Imagine yo ur normal disadvantage.
that they are not
They sneeze,
tall or average. For mornin g routine. Asa andboom,the
instance, ief s put
germs fly to
sho rt person , these
ourselves in the
the food like
college kids to
body of a short
sim ple tasks can be
a keg. For
person, imaginoverwhelmin
g.
short people
ing your normal
the sneeze
morning routine. As a short
guard only
person, these
protects the
simple tasks can be overwhelmr food from being eaten. They lean
ing. £qr ; instance^ think about forward and reach for the food
those cubbies that some dorms and immediately their head is
have for . every one's bath stuff. met straight onby the guard. So
Imagine if you/only being slightly ^h ^n ;they*tjcy,,tp, jceach from the
over five feet,got stuck with the top side, but once again the arms of a
cubbie. What would this mean for short person prove useless. What
you on a daily basj ^? Would this ends up happening is the short
meanmateveiymorningyouwould person has to limber up and
have to strap on a harness and have stretch before heading towards
your roommate belay you up just the condiment and salad bar. But
for some shampoo or soap? Or what I guess every cloud has a silver
about simply getting dressed in the lining. If you're looking for a
morning. Chances are that your sexual partner to experiment
sweaters are placed in a pile on the with different angles, positions,
top of your closet or wardrobe. So in and possibly food, a short perthemiddle of winter when you need son may be your answer.
I'm not asking for Colby to turn
one, it's a journey to the top. Grab a
of
into
Munchkin land. The last thing
chair, climb on the closest piece
furniture or just get ten fingers from they need is the condescending besomeone.Whatever it takes.If you're havior of tall or average height
short enough, y ou 'll be inventive people when they kneel down to
the salad bar. If you're above five
enough.
So how is someone supposed to foot three inches, you're average or
endure the trials and tribulations tall. So remember the short people
that face, that is, tower over every when you're picking the cubbie or
short person every day? The fact is, stall in the bathroom. And don't
blame them when there are boogers
the height thing is always there.
If sin thebauTroom,when a short in your fdod.Q
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It was a bright Tuesday morning, about 11:00, and I was happily
On my yvay to American Studies 136
in Miller. I had ho idea what was
going to happen in that classroom,
exceptfor a nice 75-minute nap.But
that Tuesday was different. We
talked about an issue that I feel very
Strongly about: affirmative action.
In order to prevent the conservatives out there from losing the
thesis of this article in these long
sentences, let me lay it out for you:
affirmative action may not be perfect,but if s the best thing wehave
to combat the centuries of racism
that continue today. Anyone and
everyone who believes in racial
equality.should support it.
We all know ifs not the perfect
solution. In its weakest and simplest
form,quotas,it canbeveiyharshihits
treatmentof the majority. Quotas are
indeed a rough solutionfor a delicate
problem. But most places do not
need to use quotas anymore; they
merely hire or accept the minority
when given two equally qualified,
racially diverse applicants.
In the case of education, even
if the minority students had
lower SATs or didn't go to as
good of a school, I would still
hire or accept them. It sounds as
though I would be helping to
bring everybod y down; the minority applicants because they
will now think that they don't
have to work as hard^ arid eveJyorie else because I have not accepted the mOst talented to work

Affirmative action
may not be perfect ,
but it's the best thin g
we have to combat
centuries of racism.
field become truly level.
And that is exactly what affirmative action was designed to do.It
may have serious inherent faults,
but the idea of federal legislation to
integrate theworkplace and schools
is a legacy that began in earnest
with the Brown decision and continues today. And it pains me seriously to see state school systems do
away with affirmative action programsbecause of a handful of white
students who feel that they^ were
"discriminated" against: The University of California school system
took major hits under Governor
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for me or into my school.
I cannot stand these arguments. Studies have shown that
socioeconomic status relates directly to test scores, not race. And.
minorities can of ten attend subpar schools, due to location and
socioeconomic reasons.We must
never forget that. And second,
on paper, the minority may not
be as talented or qualified/but
we must now begin to give opportunity to races so long suppressed. Only by giving minorities a leg up can our society be
truly colorblind and the playing
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Reagan.It ishot theihhovativebody
it once was, butperhaps the most
harmful blow since then has been
the dismantling of affirmative action programs there. Minority attendance has dropped off significantly in the past year; indeed, at
Boalt Hall, the University of California atBerkeley'slawschool,there
was only one black student in the
whole class of 1997. Doesn't it make
anyone else enraged to see perhaps
the last bastion of pure liberalism in
the country graduate only oneblack
student from a class of 270 at its
prestigious law school? A similar
situation now exists in the University of Texas law schools; Let me
make this point perfectly clear,
again, for those Republicans: this
panic over "reversedisc_imination''
is threatening to the very fabric of
our society. It is not our nature to
deny a certain group rights for centuries, and then scream "discrimination" after only a few years of
corrective legislation. If we want a
truly colorblind society, we cannot
havecplorblind admissionsyet.We
need to take affirmative action to
integrate higher education.
A good way to do this, in some
cases, is to guarantee a spot in the
state university system to the top
ten or 15 percent of the state's high
school graduating class. That way,
even predominately minority
schools would getto sendtheirshare
of students to a free education.
Whereas one school district may be
mostly white, some are not. I want
those so-called majority-minority
districts to have equal opportunity
to send kids to good colleges. As all
students here know, a good education is the stepping stone to a successful life.
A student in my American Studies class said something very interesting. He related that AfricanAmerican kids from his school said
that they would get in anywhere
because they are black. To those
students, apparently lazy,Isay good
for you. Confidence and opportunity are finally presenting themselves to minorities, after being so
long denied. The form of those opportunities may be affirmative action and other legislation, but whatever the type,opportunities are now
present for minorities. Whites have
always rested on their laurels about
racial matters, safe in the fact that
racism would never affect them in
college admissions or job hiring.
And nowwecanletblacksdoit,too.
Who knows whether those minorities will make the most of their opportunity,but at the very least, let
us not deny them that open door to
a better life. That is all we want to
give our children, and that is all we
shoul d an d must d o for ou r
neighbor's children, no matter the
color of their skin.
In order to level that playing
field/ our society can do one of two
things. We can lower the status of
the white majority, rel ega ti ng
them to second class citizens. This
is what we have always done with
minorities. Or, we can raise the
status of minorities through federal legislation. Once again, we
all know it's not perfect , but it is
the best we can do ri ght now.
And for those among us who
need our help, our best is the
least we can give them.
And bleeding heart liberals like
ntie lyill never gp away until that
playing field is perfectly level.Q
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A vir gin's-eye rev iew
of "Ro cky Horro r"
BY RYAN DAtIS
Staff Writer

Photo courtesy of f o xSearchlight
Stanley Tucci and Oliver Piatt star in Stanley TuccVs "The Impostors *"
-

"The Imposte rs" keeps you laughing
BY MEG BELANGER
Staff Writer

"The Imposters " makes you
laugh, no doubt about it Director , writer , producer and star
Stanley Tucci combines all the
right elements to make this film
a success. It' s a great comedy
that is silly but not stupid. The
stars ,the sets and the music work
together beautifull y to keep you
entranced for the film's 102 minutes. It' s easy to fall in love with
the characters , even the bad guys.
Ifs quite obvious that Tucci
was influenced by early comic
giants , like Charlie Chap lin,
Buster Keaton and Harold Lloyd.
You can tell by the type of comedy, the perfect timing and the
reliance on fabulous facial expressions.
The openi ng scene begins by
payinghomagetothe silent comedies. Music plays but there is
no dialogue / althoug h you can.
see that the actors are clearly
speaking to each other. Scenes
ate interrupted by the traditional
black screen with white writing
that foretells the upcoming section of the plot. The titles are
usually very amusing , too.
This movie deflivitely develops its own individuali ty that ,
: sepa rates It from ihe plat, but it
isjuitonemorefilm / llke "Blll y'i
HoU-ywoodScreenlOfa/^ouch *;
of Evil" and the upcoming

"Psycho ," that seems to remi nisce
about the golden years of Hollywood and tries to recapture them
in its own way.
Highly successful ensembles
are hard to muster ,at leastif you're
not Robert Altmanor Woody Allen.
But Stanley Tucci delivers in his
film. In fact , he even delivers
Wood y

Allen himself in a cameo appearance as the
director of a play. Tucci and Oliver
Piatt shine as Arthur and Maurice ,
respectively, two unemployed actors who find themselves in a bit of
troubl e.
Bot h Tucci and P iatt ha ve
proved themselves over and over
again in their previous actingroles.
Tucci' s "Big Night" was criticall y
acclaimed , and he has starr ed in
movies such as "Decons tructing
Harr y" and "The Pelican Brief."
Piatt mad e his scre en debu t in
"Working Girl / and from there
wentonto 'Three Musketeers " and
"Dangerous Beauty."
, Although these two men portra ytheir characters brilliantl y,the
movie would be nothing without
the supporting characters,each cast
a__ in_ttvn __. If*not often vnu find

and in "Big,Night," plays the
ship's First Mate , a suave man
withap lan hidden uphis sleeve.
The cast is rounded put by such
actors as Camp bell Scott ,
Isa bella Rossellini , Billy
Connoll y, Hope Davis, Alfred
Molina and Matt McGrath.
The plot of "The Imposters "
includes Arthur
and
Maurice finding
l" themselvesorithe
run and as stowaways on a cruise
ship after publicl y insulting
an actor (Molina ). With the
help of Lily (Taylor), they
manage to keep their identities a secret , and inaccuratel y
figure on bein g the oddest
characters on the boat. This
doe sn't hold true , as the shi p
is full of nuts. Statements like
"I loved him like a brother. 1
love my wife like a 'mother
and a hooker. And look where
it got me" are commonplace
in this very witty and enjoyabl e scrip t
Although the cast of characters you encounter on this cinematic voyage may be ridiculous and a little exaggerated ,

somehow they are believable.
At the very least, they are extremely funny and enjoyable.
ThismovieisweUworth seeing ,
UHTayl orplayinganupbeating *- if you're in the mood for a comnue, or Steve Buscemi playing a edy."The Imposters " isplaying
cruiie singer. Tony Shalhoub, best this week at Railroad Square l \
known for hU work in "Wings" tMH&0V>$ *:cH 0: ¦
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"The Rock y Horror Picture
Show" probabl yrankssecond only
to "Star Trek" in terms of the rabidity of its fans. The 1975musical
horror parod y inspires its disciples
to dress up in the outlandish costumes of its characters, see the film
more times than
theycancoun ^tiuow
things ana yell at the screen
and generall y make an event out of
a pointless movie that doesn't deserve such devotion. All of this
was made abundantl y clear Friday
night when The Full Body Crew, a
troupe of die-hard fans from Boston, staged the full scale "Rock y
Horror " experience at Colby.
Perhaps I was the wrong person to review this, seeing how I
was whatfanscalla "virgui /' meaning someone who has never seen
the show. "Rock y Horror " app ears
to be an acquired taste , but it is one
I don't think I am capable of acquiring. But if dressing up like Dr.
Frank-N-Furter and doingthe Time
Warp does something for you,who
am I to jud ge? For people who want
to know what goes on at one of
these shindi gs, now it can be told.
The basic story of the film is
fairly well known. The newly engaged all-American couple Brad
and ; J anet' s (Barry Bostwick and
Susan Sarandcm ) car bre aks down
outside a creepy looking mansion.
They go inside to use the phone,
only to encounter the Annual
Transy lvanian Convention and its
leader , the aforementioned Dr.
Furter (Tim Curry ). A mad transvestite scientist , he is try ing to create the perfect man, and decides
for some reason to keep Brad and
Janet on hand for the evening's
festivities. All oi this leads to a
great deal of annoy ing songs, tack y
dialogue and bad acting.
The deal is that the Full Body
Crew acts out the film as it is
play ing on the screen , ri ght
down to costume changes. Considering that several characters
spend much of "Rock y Horror "
clad only in underwear , it must
take an almost preternatural
level of devotion to the film to
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the film and
additional lines of dialogue. A
printable examp le is when
someone yelled, "What did you
think about Bill and Ted' s adventure?" immediatel y preceding Dr.
Furter sayingthe word "excellent."
But there does not seem to be any
set list of comments, so several
times many different things were
yelled at once,canceling each other
out and drowning out the movie.
No great loss.
The Crew prefaced the whole
show with little skits that had
absolutel y nothing to do with
the movie. For instance , the video
for "Numb" by U2 was parodied
using the text from "Green Eggs
and Ham" instead of the actuallyrics. Then, some of my fellow virgins
were taken on stage and told to do the
pelvic thrust bom the Time Warp
dance. The audience voted on who
did it the best, but the results were a
tie.- As a tiebreaker / _ie twb finalists,
one guy arid one girl, had to strip,
which they did with far more gusto
than I would have expected from
people plucked "at7 random frotti the
audi ence. The prize for the winner
is probabl y best left unsaid.
I didn 't find any of this additional material entertaining, nor
did it serve to distract me from
the film; I couldn 't get over how
God-awful it was. It seems like
it was intended to be bad —
Bostwick' s monotone delivery
and Curry 's way-ove r-the-top
performance being dead giveaways — and in that regard at
least , it was an overwhelming
success. But the next time I see a
group of men in gold-lame underpants and women in French
maid outfits heading to a movie
theater at midnight , I'm going
to stay far , far away. Q
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do something like this. The
Crew also seemed to know every line of the film and every
movement of the characters , suggesting that they have seen it
enoug h times to drive a mere
mortal like me out of his skull.
During the showing, audience members shout out comments about
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;' thekoutstandingplay duringthe
third place at the New England r itftffij a^^
. Small CoUege Athletic Confer- - Massachuset tsat Ajnherst to com- .;6&jl season.Sarah Tolan d'00and
. ence Pre-SeaTon Tournament at pete in the semifinals of the New &Miilft |j ^
T^ty ;^^^^(|a|a )^|^^England Division III Champion- .{to the women'scross country All11 NESCAC teams competed in ships The Mules crushed Vassar New England Team. Men's soc*_ thetournamenLColbybeganwith 0 irif the^
,, cer €f>«3pt^;lV|^ttS4^ait ^ky'99
'
- the Mules lost their first game of ; was ^ose|ti* ;as:-a'InieiSihier of xke
' UBf mmmf m^itl^^
University.In their secondmatch, the year to SL Bnn.vcn.urc bv a ' All-New England Small College
the White Mules came up with a tfj aj ie^
AthleticConference second team.
huge performance to , defeat - {tb •pui^^
Rookies Becca Bruce '02 and
College
An^erst
forthefirsttime when they easilydefeated Rutgers ;;;|rfa ^&? |n^^'
am '/0Z'were .seinthe program 'shistory by a score y ^4&$&£yf]ff i
lected as members of the field
:i-|ttfcjkey\Att-Ni_SCAC Second
df;i£& Colby then lost its first ' w titil laGt^
match of the year in the semi- th ^££alt si»so
'
Team. Women'ssoccer co-captain
^
fmalsas thehostTrinity Ba_ntams _ '-'_tSH ^^e^^h#ii3E toi adyance :;to-;;: Kim Waldron '99 was named to
,tt»e All-NESCAC First Team for
cruised to a9-0win. However ,the -/the $a*^^^
teambounced back in the conso- '^p\ %f: ye ^mmei ^ik}tn.e^:ipring. 'J the second year in-a row.' ¦ '\
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Hamilton College by a score of 6- * , weekend' s championship is en- ^ v Wateryiile native J ames
3.Theline-up for Colby included titled to play one of the four tojp»f LaLiberty is currentl y a first-year
Laura Pitarys '00, Lindsey Hayes Division II teams in the country, hockey player at the Division I
'99,Whitney Dayron 'CQ,Liz Wain- three teams from New Engl
and University of Maine at Orono. As
wright '01, Katie Draznik '02, receive bids tp the tournament. of Dec. 28, he will be in a White
Heather Fine5 '99, Anne Garinger Colby; Yale, and St. Bonaventure pule uniform . On ttidmy,
'01, Katie Moulton '00, and Myra hold the same record. The an- LaLiberty learned of his accepRomero '02. ',
nouncement of which two teams tance to Colby as a transfer stuwill go was scheduled for yester- dent He applied to Colby after
- The men's squash team com- day. Sixteen teams compete in the the deadline during : his senior
peted in the Bpwdoin Invitational spring playoffs , which were held year in high school; Flaying for
over the weekend. With several last year in San Diego, California. the Waterville
Panthers ,
collegiate and club teams parti ci- Geoff Starr '00 is anxiousl yawait * LaLiberty amassed 61 goals and
pating,Thomas Hauser '02 made ing the announcement "The team 91 assists in three seasons. .
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Senio r men cap off Col by soc
BY ALEX PARRILLO
Staff Writer

A week ago, the men's soccer
lost in double overtime to Bates
in the Eastern College Athletic
Conference playoffs. The 2-1
score capped off the careers of
nine seniors who will be lost to
graduation in the spring, but not
before leaving an indelible mark
of success on the program.
Colby forward
Mike Salerno '99
knocked in a pass
from
Noam
Dorros '01 in the
second half of the
Bates game to
start the scoring.
But with only two
minutes remaining in regulation,
Bates' Dan Spector tied the game
to instigate overtime. Not until
the second overtime was the
game decided. The Mules found
themselves minus one player after a red card ejection. Bates'
Chad LaFouci finally knocked in
the game winner to end the
Mules' season at 8-6-1.
Still, the players look back on
the season with satisfaction. They
point to leadership, determination and a positive mental attitude that unified the team as factors that influenced their success.
Co-captain Ben Waterhouse '99
said that teamworkwas a core principal for the experienced squad.
"This year's team was very

«*

and solid leadership. Sawatzky
'99 was named as a defenseman
to the 1998 All-NESCAC team.
Mark Melander '99 , who led the
team in assists, Daklla Clark • 99>
Pat Keenan '00 and goalkeeper
Justin Amirault '01, contributed
other standout performances.
Since 1990, the men's team has
competed in six ECAC tournaments. And despite leaving Mayflower Hill next year, Sawatzky
has high expectations for the future of Colby men's
soccer.
A testament to their tenacity, * "This year's freshColby compiled an 8-2-1 • men have some great
said Sawatzky.
record over the last 11 games * talent,"
"The underclassmen
*
of
the
season.
will certainly compleHP
ment the returning
lettermen to help
That slow start did not stop Colby win somebiggamesnextyear
the Mules from achieving their and get back to the playoffs."
goal of a postseason bid. Co-capNext year, the soccer team will
tain Matt Williams '99 remarked be young but strong. The experipositively on this year's achieve- ence of upperclassmen Jeff Boyer
ments.
'00, Nick Crawford '00 and Erik
"Playing in one of the hardest Saucier '00 will provide a nucleus
conferences, losing your first from which the team can grow.
Williams summed up his socthree games and then bouncing
back to make the playoffs says cer experience at Colby, saying,
quite a bit about a team's heart "The friends I've made and the
and dedication to the sport," said success we've been able to have
Williams.
together has been incredible as
A testament to their tenacity, well as unforgettable."
The nine seniors have capColby compiled an 8-2-1record over
the last 11games of the season.
tured major wins and have
individual
Strong
perfor- steadily improved over the past
mances have recently been rec- four years/ keeping Colby as one
ognized. The three team captains of the top teams in competitive
each provided consistent play New England.l-3
special because it displayed a
close-knit bond that was demonstrated both on and off the field,
marked by cooperation and respect," he said.
Head coach Mark Serdjenian
'73 commended his team's comeback after three losses in the first
games of the season.
'Twas pleased with the team's
ability to take each game at a
time and not toss in the towel,"
said Serdjenian.
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iuUattemptmgtocontainColby's . the defense withher tenaci tyand
-As ^a^tli»^yiear ;yeteran i
%'5'Vf . 24X1 pound defensive ei&Hvsi ^tk
Aldrich.Consistentlyaforcewith 'Gammer made seven- defensive
whichto reckon , Aldrich plowed ' saves on the season and was rethroug hthebackfieldagainstany centlyrecognizedby theNational
team the Mulesfaced. Ofily a few Field Hockey Coaches Associaquarterbacks have beenfal >le to « tion as a first team New England
elude his sacking path. In the fi- Region All-American. Gardiner
nal game of his senior year oh brokeafingerinpracticethenig ht
Saturda yagainsttheBowdoinPo ? before the team's first ECAC aplar Bears, Aldrich registered his pearance in the program 's thirty
11th sack of the season to break year history. However, that did
the previous single season sack , not stop her. Coach Heidi
record of 11 set in 1994 by J im Godomsky said Gardiner played
Zadrozny '95.
her best game of the year.

Thomas Keblin '00

As the sixth leading rusher in
theNFSCA CKeblinwasthemain
source of offense for the football
team this year. He covered 538
yards on the ground this season
and was recognized fortius efforts
by being named the NESCAC Offensive Player of the Week fol*
towing an outstanding 177-yard
performanceagainstMiddlebury.
Those yards helped break the
team's nine-game losing streak.
Keblin also found the end zone
eight times for the Mules. Keblin
was also featured on television
when he was honored as the New
England Sports Network' s Male
Athlete of the Week.
Kim Cheah '99
Cheah has been the women's
tennis phenomenon at Colby for
four years. Her highest national
ranking came in 1996-97 when
she secured a number 12 ran k in
the country for her singles play
and a numb er 10 ranking in
Roubles play with partner J essie
Anderson '98.With a 17-7 record
this fall, Cheah advanced to the
quarterfinals of the ECAC, playoff. "She is devoted and earnest
with her team, equal with all,"
said coach Erica SiUsherber. "She
ishumbleaboutherachievemehts
in theface of others. But she works
likeademonto develop and prove
her outrageous talents in tennis."

Kate Gardiner '00

In what was the first winning
season for the field hockey team
in nine years , Gardiner anchored
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Becca Bruce '02

For a program that was 3-11 a
year ago and 2-12 in 1996, the
team captains and coach credited
this year's field hockey final 8-6
record in large part to a talented
core Of freshmen. Bruce led the
team in total points with 17, six
goals and five assists. She, like
Kate Gardiner '00 and fellow
freshman Marcia Ingraham ,was
named a first team New England
Region All-American.

Courtney Ilgenfritz '00

Ilgenfritz , making the switch
this year from the bow seat to
coxswain, proved instrumental
to the success of the women's
crew team. Head coach Mark
DavissaidDgenfritzis "currentl y
thebestwomen'sco?cswainwe've
ever had. " She led the women's
varsity boat to a second place
finish out of 14teams at the New
Hampshire Championships and
a stellar fourth place at the prestigious Head of the Char lesRegatta , beating 72 other teams. ,

x Guy Hughes '99

Representing a men's varsity
eight boat that left other crews in
itswak ^captainHughesprovided
dedication and leadershi p to the
demanding sport He also shifted
from port side rower to starboard
in order to fill gaps left by student sstudying abroad. The men's
boat record against other boats was
104-8. Racing in the club division
at the Headof the Charles Regatta,
the men's team placed first Q
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At 2-6, football season ends ugly for Colb y
BY JAMES SPIDLE
Staff Writer

Colby football played host to rival Bowdoin on Saturday marking
the 110th meeting on the gridiron.
ThePolar Bearshad already clinched
a piece of the Golby-Bates-Bowdoin
crown by defeating Bates the previous weekend, but Colby hoped to
force a share of thetitle withawinat
Seaverns Field.
In the last gameof the season for
both teams, it didn't happen. The
Mule squad fell short in an intense
10-7 contest.
" Bowdoin's only touchdown of
the game cameafter ariinterception
with 9:08remainingin the first quarter. A pass from Colby quarterback
NathanBradley'99sUpped through
the outstretched hands of Miguel
Gonzalez '01 into the arms of
Bowdoin's Chandler. Serine. The
senior defensiveback scampered 66

_be three-point lead proved to be
enough as the final Mule drive
ended in an incomplete pass at the
46-yard line. With the victory, the
Polar Bears win the CBB crown, as
the White Mules finish their season
with a 2-6 record.
''Thebottomlineisthatwedidn't
get it done," said cornerback Joe
Kingsbury'99. "We lostto Bowdoin
in the last game of our senior year."
Still, Kingsbury recognized the
improvement from last year's
winless season.
"The road back to winning is
going to be hard," he said. "We
saw a lot of improvements and
even though we only have two
wins to show for that, I think that
this year's team established that
no.xnatter the score at the end of
thevgamer we're-confident that
we're going;: tp play our hardest
game the following week. Once
that standard has been set,the wins
will fall into place/'Q

yards down the right sidelineinto
theendzoneto givethe Polar Bears
a 7-0 leadEarly in the second quarter,
Bowdoin's Alex Tatum booted a
30-yard field goal through the uprights to, highlight a 12-play, 73yard driveand extend theBowdoin
advantage to 10-0.
In the second half Colby's defense came out strong, Ryan
Aldrich'99,and tri-captains A.aron
Whitmore '99 and James Scribner
'99, played strong and refused to
give up another point. Aldrich
broke the Colby single season
record for sacks with 11.5. Middle
linebacker Scribner began the
Mules'only scoring drivewithan
interceptionlate in the third quarter. Eight playsaild 64yards later,
Thomas - Keblin ^00* scored' -his
ninth touchdown of the season to
cut the Bowdoin lead to iO-7.
Despite a number of threatening Golby drives late in the game,
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> ' The women's* cross country teamnarrowly missed qualifying
"for the- National Collegiate Athletic Association Division HI *,
Nationals by one position at the national qualifier meet on '
Saturday. The Colby women were seeded fifth out of the 32
competing teams and surpassed that seed by capturing a stellar
third place.
,*
Thebittersweetaccomplishment
wasmoresweetthanbitter,as
the meet ended one of the more successful seasons for the team in
recent years.
The Mules have steadily improved as the season progressed.
Team members said everything came together for the team's top
seven female harriers. Six of the team's top sevenrunhers recorded
their personal best times of the season.
"I think it says a lot that the majority of our runners posted
season bests. It wasa great way toend the season/' said head coach
Debbie Aitken.
;
scoring
leadingthe
for Colby was Sarah Toland '00whocame
in sixth ^vith a Ujaae of 18:17. Toland, who earned AIMSlewEngland honors, missed qualifying for Nationals as an individual
by one place. If the top five-finishershad attended schools that
qualified for Nationals as a team,then other runners,including
Toland,would be headed to NCAAs. Unfortunately for Toland,
none of the runners that beat her were from first-place Williams
or second-place Middlebury. Still, Toland has been the number
one runner for the Mules all season/ mastering rough terrainall
over New England.
Just behind Toland was freshman sensation Maria
Mensching '02, who placed 21st with a time of 18:45 and also
earned All-New England honors.Katie MacDonald '02 placed
37th with a time of 19:09; Placing fourth for the team was cocaptain Laurie Roberts '99, who finished 49th with a time of
19:22. Meg Rovrke '99 placed 58th with a time of 19:32- Corey
Dwycr'00 placed 66th with a time of 19:44 arid Beth Haeussler
'00 rounded out the fop seven with a time of 20:03 for 92nd
place. ; t,
. ,.
h <; .
^ Williams
^ to naAlthough only
and Middlebury will go on
tional competition
the teainwas happy
outcome of the
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"Vfe were prepared to give it Jour all for the last meet," said
Roberts. *We Went into it withouta lot of pressure.We were very
excited to place in Well as ive did/'Q
1

Echo photo by Fydor Shumilov
No. 86 J ohn Hiltz 9
' 9 runs with the ball during Saturday's game against Bowdoin.
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Everhart leads runners at Div. ill cham pionshi ps
BY BROOKE FRAPPIER

<\s ' '

Staff Writer

Colby men's cross country 11th out of 32
>"*'' ; *&$
~'$Qf0
at New England Champonship*
Colby women's cross country 3rd put of 32
fl|l
at New England Champibnsrrips .
0.EM
Colbv football vs Bowdoin 7-10 mm
W \ ::
Colby women's Squash 3rd ouj ifMB
'
at pre-season NESCA^M4jJPment

The Colby men's cross country
team took their act on the road to
Babson College on Saturday for the
New England Division III Championships. With an 11th place finish
out of the 32 competing teams, the
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
H*
team ran with the best in their division and proved to be worthy competition. One of the Colby men is
even headed to Nationals.
Captain Wilson Everhart '99
" "
November 20
WBB'
placed
14th overall with a personal
-^^SH.
Men's basketball <S> Washington UniVMdjtf(M_Q^ " BjpF
best time of 25:46. His time was
WSH ^^ *
Toum(-y 6:00
,
^J
aM
sixth among the national qualifiers,
Men^
vs Skidmore.7:00 WM Sgl pf
earn
ing him a trip to the National
Men's squash ys tufts, Bates &30j9H §pf * , *
Collegiate Athletic Conference
*
Women's s4^|^sleyan ;6:0 (f^; ^
: f t ' Championships at Dickinson ColW^m^^M
lege this Saturday.
' f
' / "';' 1
i0-Ndv ^^
{•
w '
\
"One of my goals this year was
U.
Men's bas|mW!|PW«ahm^on Tourney, >l "*•-:. ¦ *. ' ' "¦ to qualify for Nationals. I'm
happy
Women's baiPbaliTip^ff Toy«mmei{tS:^ $,[ j , ,«f 0 it came together," said Everhart,
Wescott predicted this meet
would be a good race for Everhart.
ivMM*w
'-'»gG_a
"A runner typically needs to be
12th through 15th in order toqualify.
Wilson stands a chance," Wescott
said prior to the race.
He was r
ight, Now Everhart is
on his way to Bethlehem, only 10
minutes from his hometown of
Camp Hill; Pa.
Everhart wasi especially pleased
with his team's performance at the
race, particularly their second consecutive triumph over Bowdoin.
"]Webeat Bowdoin last week,but
it was niceto seethat it wasn'tj ust an
anomaly/' BaidEverhart 'ltwasnice
to seeeveryonefinish the year witha
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Photo courtesy of Wilaon Everhart
Wilson Everhart '99 strides his way to NCaAAs.
strong race,whichwill provide posi- Brendan Gavin '01 was 98th with a
tive attitudes for next season,"
time of 27:51 and Nick Gaubinger
Seven runners competed for the '02p lacedll4th with a timeof 28;13.
White Mules, with the top five finHead coach Jim Wescott said
ishes contributing to Colby's final this year's team was full of young
score. The team benefited from talent, with five of the top seven
strong runs by the number two runners being freshmen and
through five runners who crossed sophomores.
the f inish line within a minute of
Inaddition, "Senior ChrisFrazar
eachotherJohnSingletonfOl placed really came into his own mis year,
7l8t withatimeof 27:14,ChrisFrazar and jumped in as a major con'99camein 83rd with a timeof 27:33, tender," said Wescott-Q
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Fall Sports Mule Pack

Echo P hoto bV Mel m ie Guryansky
Top (left to right) : Randy Marti n, Kate Gardiner , Ben Powell, Guy Hughes , Wilson Everhart , Sarah Toland.
Bottom (left to right) : Amanda Cuiffo , Matt Sawatzky, Kim Waldron , Kim Cheah , Heather Garni , Courtney Ilgenfritz , Thomas Keblin.
(Missing: Becca Bruce , Ryan Aldrich, Mark Melander )
points. His offensive efforts helped lead the team to its second season. Everhart placed eighth at the NESCAC ChampionRandi Martin '99
ships and third at the Maine State Championships. Posting a
Martin has been consistently excellent over her four years straight Eastern College Athletic Conference tournament.
personal record of 25:46, the team captain qualified for NCAA
as a starter for the women's volleyball team. A member of the
Division III Nationals and helped Colby to an 11th place
Matt Sawatzk y '99
1997 All-State Second Team, the second year co-captain was
Men's soccer tri-captain Sawatzky has provided tough finish at the New England Championships. Everhart placed
named to the 1998 NESCAC All-Tournament Team for her
play in Colby's 2-2 tournament effort this year. In recognition defense for the White Mules over his three years as a starter. 14th overall and sixth among the national qualifiers.
of her leading the White Mules to second place in the State Sawatzky's stifling defensive play helped Colby rebound
Kirn Waldron '99
Championships, Martin was nominated to the 1998 Maine from a 0-3-0 start to an 8-6-1 record and earned him NESCAC
State All-Tournament Team. The senior middle blocker was recognition. The senior was chosen as a member of the AllAlong with helping the women's soccer team to its second
also an All-New England Senior Classic selection, chosen as NESCAC Second Team. Sawatzky's amazing defensive ef- trip to the NCAA Division III Tournament, Waldron had a
one of the top 24 seniors from all of the Division III schools in forts were an important part of the team'srecord five shutouts record-breaking fall. The tri-captain's ten-goal season is a
Colby single season record.The second-year team MVP holds
New England. Over her amazing Colby career, Martin had a this season.
percent,
the school record for most career goals. She is also Colby's allthan
96
tallied
over
600
kills
serve percentage higher
time leading scorer with 29 goals, 16 assists and 74 points
and averaged more than two kills per game. She is Colby'sallBen Powell '02
time leader in blocks per season, recording 104 in 1995, and
First-year Powell helped the golf team to its best seasons tallied over her four years as a starter. For the second consecuwith
378
total
blocks.
blocks per career,
ever. Powell led the team to top four finishes in all six tive year, Waldron was named to the All-NESCAC First
tournaments, including wins at the Sid Farr Invitational, the Team. The senior midfielder is also a two time All-New
Amanda Cuiffo '02
State of Maine Championships and the Colby-Bowdoin-Bates England and All-State selection.
First-year Cuiffo had an immediate impact on the volley- Championships. Powell placed first in both the Sid Farr and
Heather Garni '99
ball squad , earning all-tournament team honors at Colby's the CBB tournaments and recorded a season average round of
The heart of Colby's suffocating defense this season,Garni
first tournament of the season at the U.S. Coast Guard Acad- 78.8.
allowed just one goal during the women's soccer team's last
emy. The outside hitter was also a member of the Eastern
seven games.The seniorgoalkeeper'soutstanding play helped
Connecticut State All-Tournament Team. She averaged 3.6
Sarah Toland '00
kills and 3.2 digs per game in her first season for the Mules. In
In her first cross country season, Toland led Colby to the team rebound from a 2-4-0 start to finish the regular
recognition ot her outstanding season, Cuiffo was named to victory in the Maine State Championships by placing first season at 8-4-1. The tri-captain played in the majority of
the Maine Stale First Team and voted the State of Maine overall. She also placed fourth overall in the NESCAC Cham- Colby's eight shutouts this season. An All-New England
Rookie of the Year. Cuiffo was also chosen for the All- pionships. The junior was named to the All-NESCAC First selection in 1996 and 1997, the four-year starter was named
NESCAC Second Team and the All-New England Honorable Team and the All-New England Team. On Saturday, Toland NESCAC Player of the Week for her stellar performances in
Mention Team. The rookie is Colby 's all-time leader in kills ran her best race of the year at the NCAA Division III National the Mules' final two games of the regular season. Over her
per season with 375.
Qualifiers with a time of 18:17 and helped the White Mules Colby career, Garni has totaled 70 saves, a .864 save percenttake third place out of 32 teams in the meet. She placed sixth age and a 0.82 goals against average. Garni also finishes with
Mark Melander '99
overall and just missed qualif ying for the NCAA Champion- a career record of 26.5 shutouts and a season shutout record
of 7.5.
Melander has proven to be an integral member of the ships.
men's soccer offense for the past three years, and this season
Ryan Aldrich '99
was no exception. The senior forward led the team with eight
Wilson Everhart '99
Throughout the season, opposing offenses had their hands
goals and ten assists, the most in the NESCAC this fall, Over
Colby's top harrier once again this year, Everhart led the
his prolific career, Melander tallied 23 goals, 19 assists and 65 men 's cross country team with three top five finishes this see MULES on page 14

